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      Two major and related developments:Two major and related developments:

nn Change in structure that drives how pricingChange in structure that drives how pricing
is doneis done

nn Trends and change in the demand for beefTrends and change in the demand for beef



      Demand is Demand is notnot per capita consumption! per capita consumption!



      Demand has to take into accountDemand has to take into account
quantity consumed quantity consumed andand prices paid by prices paid by
consumers.consumers.

    The     The KEYKEY  is consumers  is consumers’’ willingness to willingness to
pay.pay.



        LetLet’’s set up a framework to see whats set up a framework to see what
has been happening to your industryhas been happening to your industry
since about 1980since about 1980……



        We know that demand is decreasing whenWe know that demand is decreasing when
price and quantity are both decreasing .price and quantity are both decreasing .







        Demand is increasing when both priceDemand is increasing when both price
and quantity consumed increase.and quantity consumed increase.







        To see why per capita consumption doesTo see why per capita consumption does
not measure demand, letnot measure demand, let’’s look at somes look at some
real world datareal world data……







        Per capita quantity consumed nearlyPer capita quantity consumed nearly
constant at 78 lbs. Price declined overconstant at 78 lbs. Price declined over
30%.30%.





   Price was maintained by forced   Price was maintained by forced
downsizing of the industry and then camedownsizing of the industry and then came
another period of constant per capitaanother period of constant per capita
consumption and plunging prices.consumption and plunging prices.



        Focus on per capita consumption as aFocus on per capita consumption as a
measure of demand ignores themeasure of demand ignores the
consumersconsumers’’  willingness to paywillingness to pay..





      Price increased by 20% from 1998 toPrice increased by 20% from 1998 to
2003. 2003. WWillingness to pay illingness to pay has beenhas been
strong and growing since 1998.strong and growing since 1998.

       Surely, we would not say demand Surely, we would not say demand
was constant or decreasing becausewas constant or decreasing because
per capita consumption was constantper capita consumption was constant
or decreasing.or decreasing.



      We have an indicator that cutsWe have an indicator that cuts
through these issues, deals with perthrough these issues, deals with per
capita consumption capita consumption andand  price inprice in
terms of willingness to pay.terms of willingness to pay.



www.aaec.vt.edu/rilp



      What can we do as an industry to makeWhat can we do as an industry to make
sure consumers are willing to pay a pricesure consumers are willing to pay a price
that gives us a chance to be profitable andthat gives us a chance to be profitable and
growing?growing?



   Be    Be ““consumer drivenconsumer driven”” and change the and change the
product offering when consumersproduct offering when consumers
change what they want and are willing tochange what they want and are willing to
pay for.pay for.

nn  Safe Safe
nn  Tender Tender
nn  Consistent quality Consistent quality
nn  Convenient to prepare Convenient to prepare



          Increases in demand since 1998 when theIncreases in demand since 1998 when the
demand index finally bottomed just abovedemand index finally bottomed just above
50 (with 1980=100) were in response to50 (with 1980=100) were in response to

nn  Quality control, Quality control,
nn  Guaranteed tenderness, Guaranteed tenderness,
nn  Consistent performance, and Consistent performance, and
nn  New offerings that are convenient to New offerings that are convenient to

prepare.prepare.



        There is no doubt that the future of theThere is no doubt that the future of the
industry is tied to the extent to which weindustry is tied to the extent to which we
go to the consumer, not wait for them togo to the consumer, not wait for them to
come back to us for an outdated productcome back to us for an outdated product
mix, and offer something they want andmix, and offer something they want and
are willing to pay for.are willing to pay for.



      Lets turn to how the industry has changedLets turn to how the industry has changed
and think about how the changes relate toand think about how the changes relate to
the turnaround in demand.the turnaround in demand.





      Historically, it has been the pricing systemHistorically, it has been the pricing system
that we look to for coordination along thethat we look to for coordination along the
supply chain.supply chain.



   Price signals allow consumers to send   Price signals allow consumers to send
messages to producersmessages to producers–– but not if the but not if the
quality grades do not identify attributes suchquality grades do not identify attributes such
as tenderness that are important toas tenderness that are important to
consumers.consumers.



      A 20-25 percent product failure rate inA 20-25 percent product failure rate in
Choice and Select fresh beef persisted forChoice and Select fresh beef persisted for
20 years and is only now starting to20 years and is only now starting to
improve.improve.



      The emergence of The emergence of ““certified Angus beefcertified Angus beef””
as a quality control mechanism helpedas a quality control mechanism helped
processors see the potential.processors see the potential.



        The future will see more sophisticatedThe future will see more sophisticated
coordination, quality control, and productcoordination, quality control, and product
innovation strategies that areinnovation strategies that are
characterized by:characterized by:

nn Continual demise of the price drivenContinual demise of the price driven
systemsystem

nn Non-price coordination mechanisms suchNon-price coordination mechanisms such
as contractsas contracts

nn Investments in new technology at everyInvestments in new technology at every
““functionfunction”” level level

nn Written performance standards andWritten performance standards and
related compensationsrelated compensations



nn Longer term, some reclaiming of marketLonger term, some reclaiming of market
shareshare

nn Some loss of independence at producerSome loss of independence at producer
levellevel

nn Continued efforts to legislate against someContinued efforts to legislate against some
of the trends away from the price drivenof the trends away from the price driven
system.system.



   We need to think about why the industry is   We need to think about why the industry is
moving away from a price driven system.moving away from a price driven system.



      The quality grades have not been changedThe quality grades have not been changed
to reflect the changing interests andto reflect the changing interests and
lifestyles of consumers and the price-lifestyles of consumers and the price-
driven system has been allowed to fail.driven system has been allowed to fail.



      There is no chance of an industryThere is no chance of an industry
consensus to ask for grade changes suchconsensus to ask for grade changes such
as tenderness scores within Choice andas tenderness scores within Choice and
Select grades.Select grades.



      The inability of the price system to provideThe inability of the price system to provide
for coordination and quality controlfor coordination and quality control
effectively killed any interest by the largeeffectively killed any interest by the large
processors in new quality assured andprocessors in new quality assured and
branded fresh beef offerings.branded fresh beef offerings.



   There have been billions of dollars   There have been billions of dollars
invested in new products in the past 10-12invested in new products in the past 10-12
years but this did not happen until non-years but this did not happen until non-
price means of coordination (contracts,price means of coordination (contracts,
alliances etc.) brought some ability to alignalliances etc.) brought some ability to align
cattle quality with final product needs.cattle quality with final product needs.



      The 22 percent increase in demand sinceThe 22 percent increase in demand since
the bottom in 1998 is based on nationalthe bottom in 1998 is based on national
and state organization efforts to facilitateand state organization efforts to facilitate
new products and on huge dollarsnew products and on huge dollars
invested by the big processors and byinvested by the big processors and by
value-added companies.value-added companies.



      From where we stand in late 2004, thereFrom where we stand in late 2004, there
are two paths the industry can follow:are two paths the industry can follow:

nn Legislate and regulate to force a return toLegislate and regulate to force a return to
the market based price driven system, orthe market based price driven system, or

nn Accept the change to non-priceAccept the change to non-price
approaches that bring coordination andapproaches that bring coordination and
quality control.quality control.



    From the producers    From the producers’’ viewpoint, there are tradeoffs: viewpoint, there are tradeoffs:

√√
    Assured    Assured

benefits tobenefits to
technologytechnology

√√
    Will require    Will require

newnew
technologytechnology

√√
    Being    Being

consumerconsumer
drivendriven

√√
    Part of growing    Part of growing

industryindustry

√√
    Feeling of    Feeling of

independenceindependence

PricePrice
DrivenDriven

Contracts andContracts and
AlliancesAlliances



√√
   Be like   Be like

grandparentsgrandparents

√√
   Compete better   Compete better

with chickenwith chicken

√√
    Protect your    Protect your

investmentinvestment

√√
   Discourage   Discourage

packerpacker
investmentsinvestments

√√
   Punish the   Punish the

packerspackers

√√
   Get premiums   Get premiums

for qualityfor quality

√√
   Stay in   Stay in

commoditycommodity
cattlecattle

Price DrivenPrice DrivenContracts andContracts and
AlliancesAlliances



Looking ahead, I predict 2004 to 2010:Looking ahead, I predict 2004 to 2010:
nn Record high prices repeatedRecord high prices repeated
nn Opportunity to invest profits in betterOpportunity to invest profits in better

geneticsgenetics
nn Packer ban legislation will failPacker ban legislation will fail
nn Investments by processors in newInvestments by processors in new

productsproducts
nn Per capita consumption 60 lbs beforePer capita consumption 60 lbs before

increasingincreasing
nn Demand will continue to increaseDemand will continue to increase
nn Producers have a good chance at profitsProducers have a good chance at profits
nn Start to take back lost market shareStart to take back lost market share
nn Something to leave your sons andSomething to leave your sons and

daughters.daughters.
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